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6 Abstract: Following an investigation into the causes of a 40% difference between estimates of structural response to wind by two
7 reputable wind engineering laboratories, the National Institute of Standards and Technology recommended the development of nationally
8 accepted performance standards based on sound technical methods. The development of such standards requires the use of an uncertainty
9 quantification procedure applicable to the response of structures subjected to wind loads. As part of this development, this paper considers

10 the effect of uncertainty in the subjective determinations of the surface roughness lengths at sites with open and suburban exposures.
11 Extensive data developed jointly by the University of Florida, Applied Research Associates, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
12 Administration (NOAA)/National Hurricane Center were used in conjunction with analytic and probabilistic tools to quantify the effect of
13 this uncertainty on the estimation of structural response to wind. It was found that neglecting this uncertainty can result in underestimation
14 of the response by as much as 45%. It is recommended that techniques for the objective measurement of surface roughness lengths be
15 used for structural design purposes and that, in the absence of such measurements, the effect of uncertainty in the determination of surface
16 roughness be accounted for in structural design. DOI: 10.1061/AJRUA6.0001191. © 2021 Published by American Society of Civil
17 Engineers.
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20 Introduction

21 A landmark Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (SOM) report (SOM
22 2004)1 noted the need to develop a procedure for estimating wind
23 load factors commensurate with building-specific uncertainty in the
24 wind loading of structures designed by the wind tunnel method.
25 Due to a modification— implemented in the ASCE 7-10 (ASCE
26 2010) and 7-16 (ASCE 2016) standards—of the original load and
27 resistance factor design (LRFD) approach, a parallel procedure for
28 estimating wind loads with wind load factors equal to unity and
29 appropriate mean recurrence intervals (MRIs) is called for. Based
30 on the SOM report and motivated by the fact that discrepancies
31 between estimates of wind effects by independent wind engineer-
32 ing laboratories can exceed 40% for both high-rise and low-rise
33 structures (SOM 2004; Fritz et al. 2008; Coffman et al 2010),
34 the National Institute of Standards and Technology issued a recom-
35 mendation aimed at developing nationally accepted performance
36 standards based on sound technical methods (NIST 2005). The

37development of such standards requires, among other things, the
38use of an uncertainty quantification procedure applicable to the re-
39sponse of structures subjected to wind loads. This objective has not
40yet been achieved due to a lack of sufficient data about uncertainties
41in the various elements that determine wind loading and to the fact
42that uncertainty quantification methods for structural engineering
43applications are still in the developmental stage.
44One of the elements that determines wind loading is the surface
45roughness lengths that characterize the terrain exposures at the
46meteorological site at which wind speed measurements are typi-
47cally performed and at the site of the structure of interest. Valuable
48data developed jointly by the University of Florida, Applied Re-
49search Associates, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
50Administration (NOAA)/National Hurricane Center (Masters et al.
512010) concern the significant uncertainties inherent in the subjec-
52tive estimation of roughness lengths for terrains with open and
53suburban exposures.
54The purpose of this paper is to present an uncertainty quan-
55tification procedure aimed at examining the extent to which un-
56certainty in the determination of surface roughness lengths can
57affect the estimation of design wind loads on structures of various
58heights. The paper is organized as follows. Uncertainty in subjec-
59tively determined surface roughness lengths is propagated through
60the calculation of wind speeds with specified MRIs. Next, we
61consider the extent to which the uncertainty in the subjectively
62estimated surface roughness lengths, through the estimated wind
63speeds, affects the estimation of the requisite design wind loads.
64An example is presented that shows that the failure of current de-
65sign provisions to adequately account for uncertainty in the subjec-
66tive determination of surface roughness lengths can result in the
67underestimation of design wind loading by as much as 45%.
68Following a set of conclusions, the appendix provides the Python
69scripts used in this work and a table of notation definitions.
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70 Uncertainties in Wind Speeds with Specified Mean
71 Recurrence Intervals

72 Consider the matrix of estimated directional wind speeds at the
73 reference height of a structure’s site. An example is shown for
74 illustrative purposes in Eq. (1), in which i ¼ 1, 2, 3 indexes storms
75 and j ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4 indexes direction, for example, 0°, 90°, 180°, and
76 270° clockwise from the north

Uij ¼

2
64
34 45 32 44

37 39 36 51

42 44 35 46

3
75 ð1Þ

77 In this example, the wind speed from the third direction of the
78 second storm event is Ui¼2j¼3 ¼ 36 m · s−1. In Eq. (1), the largest
79 wind speeds in each of the three storm events are indicated in bold
80 type. For structural design purposes it may be assumed that only
81 the largest wind speed occurring in each storm i, maxj½Uij�, is of
82 interest. Those largest speeds form a sample of data of a size equal
83 to the number of storm events being considered; in this example
84 the sample of data is [45, 51, 46]. The wind speed with a specified
85 N-year MRI at the structural site of interest is then estimated by
86 fitting to that sample—which must consist of statistically indepen-
87 dent speeds—an appropriate probability distribution with cumu-
88 lative distribution function PðUÞ. Assuming there are, on average,
89 m storms per year, the wind speed UðNÞ solves the equation
90 ½PðUÞ�m ¼ 1 − 1=N.
91 In the example in Eq. (1), uncertainty due to surface roughness
92 length is masked from UðNÞ, because the wind speed in each entry
93 is fixed and associated with a specific roughness length for the
94 terrain at which the observations were recorded. To account for
95 uncertainty in the roughness length at the meteorological station
96 at which the observations were made and at the site of the structure,
97 the approach outlined in the previous paragraph should be repeated
98 for many Monte Carlo samples of matrices of directional wind
99 speeds in which each matrix is a perturbed version of the original.

100 Sources of uncertainty in UðNÞ to be accounted for by the Monte
101 Carlo algorithm include but are not necessarily restricted to (1) the
102 subjective determination the roughness lengths at the meteorologi-
103 cal station and at the structure site, and (2) the finiteness of the size
104 of the measured data sample.
105 The basic relationships used to propagate uncertainty due to the
106 subjective estimation of roughness lengths are the logarithmic law
107 and the relation between friction velocities in two different rough-
108 ness regimes. The logarithmic law has the expression

Uðz; z0Þ ¼ 2.5u� ln
z
z0

ð2Þ

109 where u� = friction velocity; z0 = roughness length; and z = height
110 above ground. For strong winds, Eq. (2) may be assumed to hold
111 up to elevations on the order of 1 km [for details on Eq. (2) see,
112 e.g., Simiu and Yeo 2019, pp. 22–30 and references therein].
113 The relationship between friction velocities u�1 and u�2 in different
114 roughness regimes defined by roughness lengths z01 and z02 is
115 (CEN 2005; Simiu et al. 2007)

u�1 ¼
�
z01
z02

�
0.071

u�2 ð3Þ

116 Data provided by Prof. F. Masters of the University of Florida
117 (see item 9 at www.nist.gov/wind, and Fig. 1) shows that objec-

118 tively determined roughness length zobj0 can vary greatly for a given

119 subjectively determined roughness length zsubj0 ; that is, to any

120subjectively determined surface roughness length there correspond
121several objective roughness lengths, each characterized by a rela-
122tive frequency. To clarify the meaning of the term subjective, we
123cite Masters et al. (2010): “Today, many modelers use aerial photo-
124graphs or land use cover information to assign directionally de-
125pendent z0 values to surface weather observation sites, which are
126inherently subjective : : : .” In contrast, objective measurements are
127obtained from the analysis of historical records available at weather
128stations using the technique described in Masters et al. (2010). The
129available data pertain to subjectively determined surface rough-
130ness lengths of up to about 0.3 m and are useful for buildings
131with suburban or open exposures. Fig. 1 shows the distribution of
132objectively determined roughness lengths for various subjectively
133determined roughness lengths. In Fig. 1, the histogram at the bot-
134tom left shows that approximately 21% of the cases for which the

135roughness length was subjectively determined to be zsubj0 ¼ 0.1 m

136had objectively determined roughness lengths zobj0 < 0.04 m. There
137was great variability in objectively determined surface roughness
138lengths for a given subjectively determined roughness length;
139however, we noticed that for small subjectively determined rough-
140ness lengths, the distribution of objectively determined roughness
141lengths was concentrated toward small values, but for large subjec-
142tively determined roughness lengths, the concentration was less
143pronounced (i.e., the probability distribution of objectively deter-
144mined surface roughness lengths had a longer upper tail). This can
145be seen by comparing the upper left and lower right panels in Fig. 1.
146It is necessary to introduce more intricate notation to properly
147define the necessary equations to propagate uncertainty due to sub-
148jectively defined roughness lengths. We describe all notation at
149first appearance, and it is summarized in the notation list. Let

150Uijðzopen; zobj0 open jÞ i ¼ 1; 2; : : : ; imax; j ¼ 1; 2; : : : ; jmax represent
151the wind speed from direction j measured at height above the
152ground zopen at the meteorological site during storm i, where the
153true but unknown roughness length at the meteorological site is

154zobj0 open j. Although we cannot know zobj0 open j, we are able to sample

155zobj r0 open j from the distribution of objectively determined roughness

156lengths for the subjectively determined roughness length zsubj0 open j

157(the subscript j indicates that the roughness lengths depend upon

158direction; the superscript r indicates that zobj r0 open j is a sample from
159the distribution of objectively determined roughness lengths corre-

160sponding to zsubj0 open j). Analogously, we define Uijðzstr; zobj0 str jÞ to be
161the wind speed from direction j for height zstr at the structure for

162storm i, where zobj0 str j is the true but unknown roughness length at the

163structure site. We are also able to sample zobj s0 str j from the distribution
164of objectively determined roughness lengths for the subjectively

165determined roughness length zsubj0 str j. Similar to r, the superscript

166s indicates that zobj s0 str j is a sample from the distribution of objectively
167determined roughness lengths for the subjectively determined

168roughness length zsubj0 str j.

169We have measurements of Uijðzopen; zobj0 open jÞ, and the first step
170in our uncertainty analysis is to derive an equation relating those

171measurements to Uijðzstr; zobj0 str jÞ. Using Eq. (2), it follows that for
172each storm i and direction j

uobj�ij open ¼
Uijðzopen; zobj0 open jÞ

2.5 ln zopen
zobj
0 openj

i ¼ 1; 2; : : : imax;

r ¼ 1; 2; : : : ; rmax ð4Þ
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173 where uobj�ij open = friction velocity for storm i from direction j at the
174 meteorological site. Eqs. (2) and (3) yield

uobj�ij str ¼
�

zobj0 str j

zobj0 open j

�0.071

uobj�ij open ð5Þ

Uijðzstr; zobj0 str jÞ ¼ 2.5 uobj�ij str ln
zstr
zobj0 str j

ð6aÞ

¼ 2.5 ln
zstr
zobj0 str j

�
zobj0 str j

zobj0 open j

�0.071

uobj�ij open ð6bÞ

¼ 2.5

�
zobj0 str j

zobj0 open j

�0.071

ln
zstr
zobj0 str j

Uijðzopen; zobj0 open jÞ
2.5 ln zopen

zobj
0 open j

ð6cÞ

Uijðzstr; zobj0 str jÞ ¼ aj Uijðzopen; zobj0 open jÞ ð7aÞ

aj ¼
�

zobj0 str j

zobj0 open j

�0.071 ln zstr
zobj
0 str j

ln zopen
zobj
0 open j

ð7bÞ

175
176 The parameter aj reflects the amount by which wind speeds
177 in open terrain at elevation zopen are modified as functions of the

178objective surface roughnesses zobj0 open j and zobj0 str j and measurement

179heights zopen and zstr. It may also be used to perturb the measured
180wind speeds at the meteorological site to be able to account for
181uncertainty in the subjectively determined roughness lengths in a
182Monte Carlo analysis. A Monte Carlo sample, aj rs, of aj may be

183obtained using zobj r0 open j and zobj s0 str j sampled from the distributions of
184objectively determined roughness lengths given the subjectively

185determined roughness lengths zsubj0 open j and z
subj
0 str j, respectively. Fig. 2

186is a graphic representation of Eq. (7b) that shows the isocontours of

187aj as functions of z
obj
0 open j and zobj0 str j for zstr ¼ 10 m and 120 m and

188zopen ¼ 10 m. The darker (lighter) areas of Fig. 2 show the degree

189to which, given zobj0 open, z
obj
0 str, and zstr, the speeds at the open site are

190reduced (amplified) at the structure site.
191To propagate uncertainty from both the subjectively estimated
192roughness lengths and from sampling variability, we start with a

193Monte Carlo sample of eachUijðzstr;zobj0strjÞ = aj rsUijðzopen; zobj0 open jÞ
194(which corresponds to the wind direction j for each storm i).
195We consider the Monte Carlo sample of the maximum speed in
196each storm i

Uobj rs
i str ¼ maxjðaj rsUijðzopen; zobj0 open jÞÞ ð8Þ

197On the left-hand side of Eq. (8), for convenience, the explicit

198dependence on zstr, z
obj
0 str j, and zobj0 open j is suppressed. To account

199for finite sampling variability, a nonparametric bootstrap resam-
200pling step, that is, sampling Uobj rs

i str with replacement over the storm

F1:1 Fig. 1. Histograms showing the distribution of objectively determined roughness lengths for various subjectively determined roughness lengths.
F1:2 For example, it follows from the histogram at the bottom left of the figure that approximately 21% of the cases for which the roughness length was
F1:3 subjectively determined to be zsubj0 ¼ 0.1 m had objectively determined roughness lengths zobj0 < 0.04 m.
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201 index i, is then performed (Efron and Tibshirani 1994). This gives a

202 bootstrap sample of maximum wind speeds Uobj rs
i�str for the same

203 number of storms as in the original sample. The index i� differen-
204 tiates between storm i and the bootstrap sample of storm i. The

205 collection of wind speeds Uobj rs
i�str will likely contain some duplicate

206 values because of resampling with replacement. This is a necessary
207 phenomenon in the bootstrap approach to accounting for sampling
208 variability. The Gumbel (type I) probability distribution is then fit-

209 ted to the collection of Uobj rs
i�str by maximum likelihood. Taking

210 the estimated Gumbel distribution function as P in the equation

211 fP½Uobj rs
str ðNÞ�gm ¼ 1 − 1=N, assuming m storms per year, and

212 solving for Uobj rs
str ðNÞ, produces one Monte Carlo replicate of

213 the wind effect of interest. This entire procedure is repeated
214 nMC times to yield nMC values of the wind effect of interest, the
215 distribution of which accounts for both finite sampling variability
216 (via the nonparametric bootstrap) and uncertainty in the subjec-
217 tively estimated roughness lengths. The mean and standard devi-
218 ation of that distribution are of particular interest in the following
219 section.
220 The number of simulation replications nMC should be large
221 enough that the result of the simulation, that is, the distribution of
222 the wind effect of interest, is stable. The stability of the distribution
223 should be checked by conducting the simulation twice and com-
224 paring the two resulting distributions. If the distributions match
225 sufficiently well, the number of simulation replications nMC is suf-
226 ficient; if not, it should be increased. It might be determined, for
227 instance, from the two simulations that the two means and stan-
228 dard deviations differ by less than 1%. Our simulations employed
229 these ideas.
230 In this work, it was assumed that the Gumbel distribution pro-
231 vides a reasonable fit to the Monte Carlo samples of the maximum

232 wind speeds (maximum over storm) Uobj rs
i str ; further, maximum

233 likelihood estimation was used to estimate the parameters of the
234 Gumbel distribution. The latter estimation could be replaced by
235 other techniques. Examples include method of moments estimation
236 (e.g., Simiu and Yeo 2019, p. 63) or best linear unbiased estimation
237 (Lieblein 1974). The Gumbel distribution could also be replaced
238 by the generalized extreme value distribution or a peaks-over-
239 threshold model [e.g. as used in Duthinh et al. (2017)]. These last

240 two modifications could be important if the Uobj rs
i str values are not

241 fitted well by a Gumbel distribution.
242 To recapitulate, the Monte Carlo procedure used herein can be
243 described by the following steps:

2441. Perturb a matrix of directional wind speeds by multiplication
245by aj rs, where aj rs translates open terrain information into in-
246formation at the structure site [Eq. (7)] and depends upon the
247Monte Carlo sampled objective roughness lengths at both loca-

248tions, zobj r0 open j and zobj s0 str j.
2492. For each storm in the matrix of directional wind speeds, take the
250maximum over direction [Eq. (8)].
2513. Take a statistical bootstrap sample (resample with replacement)
252of those maxima.
2534. Fit a Gumbel distribution to the statistical bootstrap sample and
254use it to estimate the wind effect of interest.
2555. Repeat Steps 1 through 4 many times, each time with a different
256sample of aj rs and statistical bootstrap sample.
257Python code for carrying out this procedure is presented in
258the appendix, and data that can be used to construct an empirical
259approximation for the probability distributions representing uncer-

260tainty in zsubj0 open j and zsubj0 str j are available at www.nist.gov/wind.

261Wind Load Factors and Design Wind Effects

262The design peak wind effect with an N-year MRI, ppk desðzstr;NÞ, is
263based on empirical structural reliability considerations and defined
264by the expression

ppk desðzstr;NÞ ¼ E½ppkðzstr;NÞ�f1þ β COV½ppkðzstr;NÞ�g ð9Þ

265where E and COV =mean and coefficient of variation, respectively.
266The expression between the brackets is called the wind load factor
267and is denoted by γwðNÞ, that is

γwðNÞ ¼ 1þ βCOV½ppkðzstr;NÞ� ð10Þ

268The safety index β is determined by calibration against past
269practice, a process based on engineering judgment in which deci-
270sions are made by consensus among experienced professionals. For
271wind effects on typical structures the approximate value β ¼ 2.0
272was judged to be acceptable (see Ellingwood et al. 1980, pp. 5–6).
273Two versions of Eqs. (9) and (10) are now considered. In the

274first version, the expressions ppk des and ppk are replaced by pstd
pk des

275and pstd
pk , respectively. The superscript “std” indicates that the ex-

276pressions for the mean and coefficient of variation of the peak
277design wind effect are taken to have the following forms:

F2:1 Fig. 2. Isocontours of ars for zstr ¼ 10 m and 120 m and zopen ¼ 10 m.
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E½pstd
pk ðzstr;NÞ�
≈ cE½Kz�E½Kd�E½GðθmÞ�E½Cp;pkðθmÞ�fE½Usubj

openðNÞ�g2
ð11Þ

COV½pstd
pk ðzstr;NÞ� ≈ fCOV2ðKzÞ þ COV2ðKdÞ þ COV2½GðθmÞ�

þ COV2½Cp; pkðθmÞ�
þ 4COV2½Usubj

openðNÞ�g1=2 ð12Þ

Kz ¼
�
Usubj

str ðNÞ
Usubj

openðNÞ

�2
ð13Þ

278 These forms are similar to those proposed for standardization
279 purposes by Ellingwood et al. (1980). The factor c is a constant
280 that depends upon the type of wind effect, and θm denotes the aero-
281 dynamically most unfavorable direction. Ellingwood et al. (1980)
282 proposed COVðKzÞ approximately equal to 0.16, COV½Cp;pkðθmÞ�
283 approximately equal to 0.12, where Cp;pkðθmÞ denotes peak pres-
284 sure coefficient, and COV½GðθmÞ� approximately equal to 0.11,
285 where GðθmÞ denotes the dynamic response factor. It may be as-
286 sumed that COVðKdÞ is approximately equal to 0.05, where Kd
287 denotes the directionality reduction factor that accounts for the
288 fact that the direction θm and the direction of the largest directional
289 wind speeds typically do not coincide [see Habte et al. (2015)].
290 No explicit allowance for Kd was made in Ellingwood et al.
291 (1980), although its effect appears to have been accounted for
292 implicitly. According to extensive data available in Simiu et al.
293 (1979), for nonhurricane regions it may be assumed conservatively
294 that COV½Usubj

openðNÞ� is approximately equal to 0.10 to 0.12, due
295 predominantly to sampling errors. Using these values, Eqs. (12)

296 and (13) yield COV½pstd
pk ðzstr;NÞ� approximately equal to 0.31 to

297 0.33. By Eq. (10), with β ¼ 2, γw std ¼ 1.62 to 1.66. The ASCE
298 7-05 (ASCE 2005) standard adopts the value γw std ¼ 1.6.
299 In the second version of Eqs. (9) and (10), the expressions ppk des

300 and ppk are replaced by pobj
pk des and pobj

pk , respectively. The super-
301 script “obj” indicates that uncertainties of the terrain roughness
302 lengths are accounted for by using data similar to those of Masters
303 et al. (2010). The following expressions are used for the estimation

304 of the expectation E½pobj
pk ðzstr;NÞ� and the coefficient of variation

305 COV½pobj
pk ðzstr;NÞ�:

E½pobj
pk ðzstr;NÞ� ≈ cE½Kd�E½GðθmÞ�E½Cp;pkðθmÞ�½E½Uobj

str ðNÞ��2
ð14Þ

COV½pobj
pk ðzstr;NÞ� ≈ fCOV2ðKdÞ þ COV2½GðθmÞ�

þ COV2½Cp;pkðθmÞ� þ 4COV2½Uobj
str ðNÞ�g1=2

ð15Þ

306 The factors c, E½Kd�, E½GðθmÞ�, and E½Cp;pkðθmÞ� are the same
307 in Eqs. (11) and (14). Therefore, from Eqs. (11), (13), and (14)

E½pstd
pk ðzstr;NÞ�

E½pobj
pk ðzstr;NÞ� ≈

E½Kz�fE½Usubj
openðNÞ�g2

fE½Uobj
str ðNÞ�g2 ≈ fE½Usubj

str ðNÞ�g2
fE½Uobj

str ðNÞ�g2

ð16aÞ

308 where the second approximation follows, because

E½Kz� ≈ fE½Usubj
str ðNÞ�g2

fE½Usubj
openðNÞg2 ð16bÞ

309The approach described so far in this section conforms to the origi-
310nal load and resistance factor design approach. A modified load and
311resistance factor design (LRFD) approach was used in the ASCE 7-
31210 and 7-16 standards, wherein the wind load factor, denoted by
313γwmod, where “mod” stands for “modified,” was set to be unity,
314that is, γwmod ¼ 1.
315The design wind load is then defined by the expression

pmod
des ðzstr;NmodÞ ¼ E½ppkðzstr;NmodÞ� ð17Þ

316where the value of the modified MRI Nmod is such that

pmod
pk desðzstr;NmodÞ ¼ ppk desðzstr;NÞ ð18Þ

317The following relationship was used to obtain the value of Nmod
318specified in the ASCE 7-10 and ASCE 7-16 standards:

Nmod ¼ 0.00228 expf½3.6þ lnð12NÞ� ffiffiffiffiffiffi
γw

p g ð19Þ
319for more details, see the section titled, “Return Periods for Design
320with a Wind Load Factor of 1.0” in Vickery et al. (2010) and
321Eqs. (13) and (14) therein]. For example, let (1) N ¼ 50 years
322and γw be approximately 1.6; and (2) N ¼ 100 years and γw be
323approximately 1.6. Eq. (19) yields Nmod equal to approximately
324700 years and Nmod equal to approximately 1,700 years for cases
325(1) and (2), respectively, as in the ASCE 7-10 and 7-16 Standards.
326Because they depend on γw of approximately 1.6, which depends,
327in turn, on subjectively estimated surface roughness lengths, these
328values are also based on subjectively estimated surface roughness
329lengths. The effects of basing the estimation of Nmod on objectively
330estimated roughness lengths could be significant, as will be shown
331in the following section. We now consider an example mainly de-
332voted to comparing results yielded by Eqs. (11) and (12) on the one
333hand and Eqs. (14) and (15) on the other hand, using for both cases
334the same values of the means and standard deviations ofKd,GðθmÞ,
335and Cp;pkðθmÞ and the same safety index β ¼ 2.

336Example

337We analyze a 30-storm record of simulated peak hurricane mean

338hourly wind speeds Uobj
i open ¼ maxjfUijðzopen; zobj0 openÞ, i ¼ 1; 2;

3393; : : : ; 30, at zopen ¼ 10 m over terrain with the subjectively deter-

340mined open exposure zsubj0 open ¼ 0.03 m. In this example, we sup-
341press dependence on the direction j; that is, we assume that the
342terrain exposures are the same in all directions. The location being
343considered is Miami, Florida (milepost 1,450), where the estimated
344storm arrival rate is 0.56/year (see www.nist.gov/wind); therefore,
345a 50-year MRI corresponds to 50 years × 0.56=year ¼ 28 storms.
346The record consists of the estimated largest speeds in storms 1
347through 30 (see the last column in the listing of the speeds in
348www.nist.gov/wind); the sample mean, standard deviation, and co-

349efficient of variation are E½Uobj
i open� ¼ 20.72 m · s−1, SD½Uobj

i open� ¼
3506.87 m · s−1, and COV½Uobj

i open� ¼ 0.33. By taking zsubj0 open ¼ 0.03 m

351and zsubj0 str ¼ 0.3 m and applying Eq. (7) to the 30 wind speeds

352Uobj
i open, we arrive at the results in Table 1.

353Next, estimated wind effects Usubj
str (N ¼ 50 years) and corre-

354sponding standard deviations are obtained by the Monte Carlo
355procedure as described previously in this paper, but instead of sam-
356pling from the appropriate distribution of objectively determined

© ASCE 5 ASCE-ASME J. Risk Uncertainty Eng. Syst., Part A: Civ. Eng.
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357 roughness lengths, the roughness lengths are assumed to be fixed at
358 their subjectively determined values 0.03 and 0.3 for the mete-
359 orological site and structure, respectively. We obtain the values
360 in Table 2. These are differentiated from the wind effects Uobj

str ðNÞ
361 described in the Monte Carlo procedure by the superscript “subj” to
362 indicate that uncertainty due to the subjectively estimated rough-
363 ness lengths is not included.
364 The wind effects Uobj

str ðN ¼ 50 yearsÞ at zstr ¼ 10 m, 20 m,

365 40 m, and 120 m over terrain with zsubj0 open ¼ 0.03 m and zsubj0 str ¼
366 0.30 m are shown in Table 3.
367 With reference to the second column of Table 3, the reader may
368 be curious why accounting for uncertainty in the estimated surface
369 roughness lengths has a consequential impact on the mean value of
370 the wind effect of interest. From Fig. 3, as expected, accounting for
371 uncertainty in the surface roughness lengths increases the spread of
372 the distribution of wind effects. This can be seen by comparing the
373 top panel of Fig. 3 to the bottom panel. However, it also skews the
374 distribution toward higher wind effects, which then pulls the mean
375 toward those higher values. This can be seen in the bottom panel
376 of Fig. 3.
377 Consider now a comparison of the subjectively and objectively
378 estimated wind effects implied by the wind speeds with 50-year
379 MRI from Tables 2 and 3. It follows from Eqs. (9)–(12) and
380 (14)–(16) that

pstd
pk desðzstr;N ¼ 50 yearsÞ

pobj
pk desðzstr;N ¼ 50 yearsÞ ≈

fE½Usubj
str ðN ¼ 50 yearsÞ�g2

fE½Uobj
str ðN ¼ 50 yearsÞ�g2

γw std

γw obj

¼ Rðzstr;N ¼ 50 yearsÞ ð20Þ
381 may be defined to be the wind loading underestimation ratio as-
382 sociated with neglecting uncertainty in subjectively determined
383 roughness lengths. Consider the case zstr ¼ 10 m. We have

fE½Usubj
str ðN ¼ 50 yearsÞ�g2

fE½Uobj
str ðN ¼ 50 yearsÞ�g2 ¼

�
25.4
29.8

�
2

¼ 0.73 ð21Þ

384 From Eq. (15), with COV½Cp;pkðθmÞ� ¼ 0.12, COV½GðθmÞ� ¼
385 0.11, COVðKdÞ ¼ 0.05, and COV½Uobj

str ðN ¼ 50 yearsÞ� ¼ 0.27

386 (see Table 3), it follows that COV [pobj
pk (zstr ¼ 10 m, N ¼

387 50 yearsÞ� ¼ f0.052 þ 0.112 þ 0.122 þ 4 × 0.272g1=2 ¼ 0.57. The

388wind load factor corresponding to β ¼ 2 is γw obj ¼ 1þ β COV

389[pobj
pk (zstr;N ¼ 50 yearsÞ� ¼ 1þ 2 × 0.57 ¼ 2.14. Because, as

390was shown in the previous section, γw std ¼ 1.6, γw std=γw obj ¼
3911.6=2.14 ¼ 0.75. It follows that Rðzstr ¼ 10 m;N ¼ 50 yearsÞ ¼
3920.73 × 0.75 ¼ 0.55. Therefore, at a height of 10 m at the structure
393site, the design peak wind effect with a 50-year MRI, ppk desð10 m;
394N ¼ 50 yearsÞ, obtained by using the wind load factor specified by
395the ASCE 7-05 standard in conjunction with a 50-year design wind
396speed, is 45% lower than its counterpart obtained by taking into
397account uncertainties in surface roughness lengths.
398Note that the ratio R remains the same if the standard peak
399design effect is replaced by its modified counterpart consistent
400with the ASCE 7-10 and ASCE 7-16 standards, which specify, for
401most structures, a wind load factor equal to unity in conjunction
402with a 700-year design wind speed. In this case, by virtue of
403Eq. (19), the modified MRI Nmod, instead of being approxi-
404mately 700 years (corresponding to a wind load factor of 1.6),
405is Nmod ¼ 0.00228 expf½3.6þ lnð12 × 50Þ� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2.14
p g ¼ 5,120 years,

406corresponding to an objectively estimated wind load factor of 2.14.
407Following the steps that led to Eq. (20), we obtain the following
408values of R at other heights: zstr ¼ 20 m, Rð50 yearsÞ ¼ 0.60;
409zstr ¼ 40m, Rð50 yearsÞ¼ 0.65; and zstr ¼ 120m, Rð50 yearsÞ¼
4100.70. The underestimation of design wind loads for these values is
41140%, 35%, and 30%, respectively. Similar results are obtained for
41230 wind speed samples at mileposts 500, 1,450, 1,950, and 2,150
413for both 50-year and 100-year MRIs.
414For a special category of buildings of exceptional importance,
415McAllister et al. (2018) proposed a design wind load with a modi-
416fied MRI Nmod ¼ 3,000 years based on subjectively determined
417surface roughness lengths. However, even if Nmod ¼ 5,120 years
418based on subjectively determined surface roughness lengths was
419specified for design purposes, the objective counterpart of this
420modified MRI would be 700 years. To the specified Nmod ¼
4213,000 years based on subjectively determined surface lengths there
422would correspond an objective counterpart of less than 700 years
423rather than 3,000 years.

424Interpretation and Recommendations

425We offer the following physical interpretation of the results ob-
426tained in this example. For lower values of the surface roughness
427length, the retardation of the flow decreases; this means that the

428velocity at the structure site increases. For example, for zsubj0 str ¼
4290.20 m the fact that, predominantly, zobj0 str < zsubj0 str (Fig. 1) results
430in stronger winds acting on the structure than would be the case

431if the structural design were based on the value zsubj0 str. This explan-
432ation provides insight into why failure to account for the uncer-
433tainties inherent in subjective surface length determinations can
434significantly underestimate design wind speeds.
435We have argued that the use of data obtained by Masters et al.
436(2010) shows that failure to account for the uncertainties inherent in

Table 2. Mean, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation of
Usubj

str ðN ¼ 50 yearsÞ as obtained by Monte Carlo simulation with zsubj0 open ¼
0.03 m and zsubj0 str ¼ 0.3 m

T2:1 zstr
(m)

E ([Usubj
str

(N ¼ 50 years)]
(m · s−1)

SD [Usubj
str

(N ¼ 50 years)]
(m · s−1)

COV [Usubj
str

(N ¼ 50 years)]

T2:2 10 25.4 2.1 0.08
T2:3 20 30.50 2.5 0.08
T2:4 40 35.60 3.00 0.08
T2:5 120 43.50 3.70 0.09

Table 3. Mean, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation of
Uobj

str ðN ¼ 50 yearsÞ

T3:1zstr
(m)

E ([Uobj
str

(N ¼ 50 years)]
(m · s−1)

SD [Uobj
str

(N ¼ 50 years)]
(m · s−1)

COV [Uobj
str

(N ¼ 50 years)]

T3:210 29.80 7.90 0.27
T3:320 35.10 8.30 0.24
T3:440 40.20 8.80 0.22
T3:5120 48.20 9.50 0.20

Table 1.Mean, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation of Usubj
i str by

applying Eq. (7) to the 30 values of Uobj
i open assuming zsubj0 open ¼ 0.03 m and

zsubj0 str ¼ 0.3 m

T1:1 zstr (m) E ½Usubj
i str � (m · s−1) SD [½Usubj

i str �](m · s−1) COV [Usubj
i sr ]

T1:2 10 14.73 4.88 0.33
T1:3 20 17.64 5.85 0.33
T1:4 40 20.55 6.81 0.33
T1:5 120 25.17 8.34 0.33
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437 subjectively determined roughness lengths can result in significant
438 underestimation of wind loads acting on structures sited in terrain
439 with open and suburban exposures, with adverse consequences
440 from the point of view of structural safety and community resil-
441 ience under powerful windstorms. We submit that this can be cor-
442 rected by effecting two changes in the provisions of the ASCE 7
443 standard. Before the inception of a construction project, measure-
444 ments of the relevant surface roughness lengths should be per-
445 formed so that no resort to their subjective estimation is necessary.
446 For effective procedures for performing such measurements, see,
447 for example, Masters et al. (2010) if historical data are available
448 and Simiu and Yeo (2019) (Example 2.14, p. 35) if historical data
449 are not available but a limited number of turbulence intensity data
450 can be obtained. If only subjective data are available, standard pro-
451 visions should be developed that account for the uncertainties in-
452 herent in those data.

453 Conclusions

454 The effects of uncertainty in subjective determinations of surface
455 roughness lengths on the estimation of design wind loads for struc-
456 tures with open and suburban exposures have not been considered
457 in the past due to a lack of relevant data and methods. This paper
458 described tools for propagating uncertainties in determinations of

459surface roughness lengths and applied them using comprehensive
460data produced jointly by the University of Florida, Applied Re-
461search Associates, and the National Hurricane Center. Estimates of
462design wind loads were made using wind load factors as defined
463in the original load and resistance factor design approach in con-
464junction with wind speeds with mean recurrence intervals on the
465order of 100 years. A typical example was presented; it was found
466that failure to adequately account for uncertainty in the subjective
467determination of surface roughness lengths resulted in estimates
468of design wind loads lower than their counterparts based on ob-
469jectively determined roughness lengths by 45%, 40%, 35%, and
47030% for 10-, 20-, 40-, and 120-m elevations above the surface,
471respectively. This finding was shown to be equally applicable to
472estimates of design wind loads obtained using a wind load factor
473equal to unity in conjunction with wind speeds with MRIs on the
474order of 1,000 years as specified in recent versions of the ASCE 7
475Standard.
476For reliability estimates to be useful, uncertainty quantification
477procedures applicable to engineering structures need to be devel-
478oped for all factors that determine wind effects. Results of such
479procedures will enable the determination of the reasons for the
480large discrepancies noted in publicly available interlaboratory
481comparisons—for example, those reported in SOM (2004) and
482Fritz et al. (2008)—and the development of standard provisions
483resulting in safer, better performing structures.

484 Appendix. Python Code for Monte Carlo Procedure

485 Function Definitions

486 import numpy as np
487 import scipy.optimize
488 import pandas as pd
489 import numpy as np

F3:1 Fig. 3. Histograms of the distribution of the wind effect of interest considering sampling variability only, and sampling variability plus uncertainty in
F3:2 the estimated surface roughness lengths.
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Appendix. (Continued.)

490 def ll(theta, x):
491 mu = theta[0]
492 lbeta = theta[1]
493 beta = np.exp(lbeta)
494 n = len(x)
495 term1 = n*lbeta
496 term2 = (1/beta)*(np.sum(x) - n*mu)
497 term3 = np.sum(np.exp((mu - x)/beta))
498 return term1+term2+term3
499 def gumbel_mle(x):
500 beta_hat = np.sqrt(6)/np.pi*np.std(x)
501 mu_hat = np.mean(x) - beta_hat*np.euler_gamma
502 lbeta_hat = np.log(beta_hat)
503 mle = scipy.optimize.minimize(ll, np.array([mu_hat, lbeta_hat]),
504 args=(x))
505 tmp = mle.x.copy()
506 mle_est = np.array([tmp[0], np.exp(tmp[1])])
507 tmp = mle.hess_inv.copy()
508 mle_vcov = np.array([[tmp[0, 0], tmp[0, 1]*mle_est[1]],
509 [tmp[0, 1]*mle_est[1], tmp[1, 1]*mle_est[1]**2]])
510 return mle_est, mle_vcov
511 def gumbel_return_value(x, m, N):
512 mle_est, mle_vcov = gumbel_mle(x)
513 mu = mle_est[0]
514 beta = mle_est[1]
515 term1 = beta*np.log(m)
516 term3 = beta*np.log(np.log(N) - np.log(N - 1))
517 return term1 + mu - term3
518 def a_mult(z0obj_str, z0obj_open, z_str, z_open):
519 term1 = (z0obj_str/z0obj_open)**0.071
520 term2num = np.log(z_str/z0obj_str)
521 term2denom = np.log(z_open/z0obj_open)
522 return term1*(term2num/term2denom)
523 def boot_rep(wind_speeds, m, N,
524 z0obj_str, z0obj_open,
525 z_str, z_open,
526 z0subj_str, z0subj_open):
527 wind_speeds_star = np.random.choice(wind_speeds,
528 wind_speeds.shape[0])
529 a_subj = a_mult(z0subj_str, z0subj_open, z_str, z_open)
530 N_year_star = gumbel_return_value(a_subj*wind_speeds_star,
531 m, N)
532 z0obj_str_star = np.random.choice(z0obj_str, 1)
533 z0obj_open_star = np.random.choice(z0obj_open, 1)
534 a_star = a_mult(z0obj_str_star, z0obj_open_star,
535 z_str, z_open)
536 N_year_star_a = gumbel_return_value(a_star*wind_speeds_star,
537 m, N)
538 return [N_year_star, N_year_star_a]

539 Script to Read Data and Generate Monte Carlo Samples

540 # Constants to define for the simulation
541 z0subj_str = 0.3
542 z0subj_open = 0.03
543 z_str = 10
544 z_open = 10
545 N ¼ 50

546 windspeed_file = './milepost1450.txt'
547 n_boot = 10000
548 # ' +' is the regular expression for one or more spaces
549 wind_speeds = pd.read_table(windspeed_file,
550 skiprows=3, header=None, sep=' +')
551 # the factor is to translate from 1-min speeds in knots to mean hourly
552 # WSP in m/s
553 wind_speeds = 0.447*1.15*(1.0/1.24)*wind_speeds.iloc[0:30, -2].to_numpy()
554 with open(windspeed_file, 'r') as file:

© ASCE 8 ASCE-ASME J. Risk Uncertainty Eng. Syst., Part A: Civ. Eng.
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Appendix. (Continued.)

555 for i in range(3):
556 storm_rate = file.readline()
557 storms_per_year = float(storm_rate.split()[0])
558 z_vals = pd.read_csv('./tidy_z0_data.csv')
559 obj_not_nan = np.logical_not(np.isnan(z_vals.Objective))
560 vis_not_nan = np.logical_not(np.isnan(z_vals.Visual))
561 z_vals = z_vals[np.logical_and(obj_not_nan, vis_not_nan)]
562 z0obj_str = z_vals.Objective[z_vals.Visual == z0subj_str]
563 z0obj_open = z_vals.Objective[z_vals.Visual == z0subj_open]
564 N_year_boot = [boot_rep(wind_speeds, storms_per_year, N,
565 z0obj_str, z0obj_open,
566 z_str, z_open,
567 z0subj_str, z0subj_open)
568 for i in range(n_boot)]
569 N_year_boot = np.array(N_year_boot)

570 Data Availability Statement

571 All data, models, or code generated or used during the study are
572 available in a repository online (www.nist.gov/wind) in accordance
573 with funder data retention policies.

574 Notation

575 The following symbols are used in this paper:
576 ajrs =Monte Carlo sample of aj;
577 aj = amount by which wind speeds in open terrain
578 at elevation zopen are modified as functions of

579 objective surface roughnesses zobj0openj and

580 zobj0 str j and measurement heights zopen and zstr;

581 Cp;pkðθmÞ = peak pressure coefficient;
582 GðθmÞ = dynamic response factor;
583 i¼ 1;2; : : : ; imax = storm index;
584 j¼ 1;2; : : : ;jmax = direction index;
585 K = directionality reduction factor;
586 ppkdesðzstr;NÞ = design peak wind effect with an N-year MRI;
587 ppkðzstr;NÞ = peak wind effect with an N-year MRI;
588 Rðzstr;NÞ = wind loading underestimation ratio associated
589 with neglecting uncertainty in subjectively
590 determined roughness lengths;
591 r and s = superscripts indicating Monte Carlo samples;
592 Uijðzopen;zobj0open jÞ = wind speed for storm i from direction j at
593 height zopen for surface roughness

594 length zobj0openj;

595 Uijðzstr;zobj0 str jÞ = wind speed for storm i from direction j at

596 height zstr for surface roughness length zobj0str j;

597 Uobjrs
istr = Monte Carlo sample of the maximum wind

598 speed taken over direction j;
599 Uobjrs

i�str = bootstrap sample of the Monte Carlo sample
600 of the maximum wind speed taken over
601 direction j;
602 Usubj

openðNÞ = wind effect at the meteorological site with
603 N-year MRI assuming the subjectively
604 determined surface roughness length;
605 Uobjrs

str ðNÞ =Monte Carlo sample of the true wind effect at
606 the structure with N-year MRI;
607 Usubj

str ðNÞ = wind effect at the structure with N-year MRI
608 assuming the subjectively determined surface
609 roughness length;

610uobj�ijopen = friction velocity for storm i from direction j at
611the meteorological site;
612uobj�ijstr = friction velocity for storm i from direction j at
613the structure;
614zopen = Height of wind speed measurements at the
615meteorological site;
616zobj0open j = true surface roughness length at the
617meteorological site for direction j;
618zobjr0open j =Monte Carlo sample of the surface roughness
619length at the meteorological site from

620direction j given zsubj0openj;

621zsubj0open j = subjectively determined surface roughness
622length at the meteorological site for
623direction j;
624zobj0 str j = true surface roughness length at the structure
625for direction j;
626zobjs0 str j =Monte Carlo sample of the surface roughness
627length at the meteorological site from

628direction j given zsubj0 str j;

629zsubj0 str j = subjectively determined surface roughness
630length at the structure for direction j;
631z = height of structure;
632γwðNÞ = wind load factor; and
633θm = aerodynamically most unfavorable direction.
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Queries
1. Please check and confirm that all the math corrections are incorporated correctly.
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